Mark Coleman, Dingo, Australia, outlines
why Big Data has the potential to drive big
changes in mining efficiency.

G

artner defines Big Data as: “high-volume,
high-velocity and/or high-variety information
assets that demand cost-effective, innovative
forms of information processing that enable
enhanced insight, decision making and process automation.” In
the mining industry, the ever-increasing number of onboard data
sensors, combined with the collection of data from numerous
other sources, has created a monumental increase in the
volumes, variety, velocity, variability and veracity of data – the
five Vs.
Based on Dingo’s experience working with mines across the
globe, it appears that the five Vs create both big obstacles and big
opportunities for operations everywhere.
When mines first engage with a Big Data specialist their
challenge is not a lack of information; it is a lack of actionable
knowledge being generated by this information. One of the
reasons for this struggle is that mines historically used manual
methods to process and analyse operational data because the
volumes were manageable. Technicians and engineers were

trained to reformat, interpret and analyse data, looking for
patterns or signals that indicated impending issues. This
methodology proved to be effective in the past, but it does not
scale as the five Vs come into play with Big Data.
With the advent of the digital age, equipment now operates
with hundreds of onboard sensors, many generating multiple
readings per second. Estimates of the data generated in an
advanced digital mine are in the Terabytes per month. In the
absence of the systems, processes and people to unlock the value
contained in these huge volumes of data, Big Data can quickly
become counterproductive, creating noise, confusion and
unnecessary work.

The importance of Thick Data

However, there is a silver lining. Mining operations have
recognised that there is a tremendous opportunity to increase
operational efficiency with Big Data if their teams can access it,
understand it and apply it to real-world situations. To capitalise
on this opportunity, miners and METS (Mining Equipment

Technology Services) are turning to
machine learning to transform manual
methods into automated processes that
can quickly glean insights from the
terabytes of data being produced.
Many analytical techniques are
available in the machine learning space,
from statistical regression, through
decision trees, into neural networks and

Dingo's field inspection app brings
contextual inspection data directly into
Trakka for instant expert analysis.

To form a complete picture both Big
and Thick Data are critical because they
produce different types of insights at
varying scales and depths.

deep learning. However, Dingo has
learned first-hand that, even with these
powerful analytics, machine learning can
only unearth value from the data if there
is an added layer of context to inform real
life decision-making.
A major shortcoming of Big Data is
that it fails to explain why we do what we
do. This context is missing in the Big Data
picture, and it can mean predicted
outcomes do not always come out as
planned.
Thick Data, qualitative information
that provides insights on why people
behave in a certain way, can help bridge
the gap between Big Data and the real
world in which this information is being
used.
For example, the correlation between
two streams of sensor data on a haul
truck pointing to an emerging problem
may be useful input. However, the real
decision is what course of action to take to
maximise productivity, given the context
of the numerous other factors at the mine.
What is the impact on production? When
was the last maintenance done? Is it a
one-off or recurring problem? When are
maintenance resources available?
Ultimately, a human must use this
information to make a decision.
In other words, mining operations
should not rely on Big Data analytics
alone to optimise decision-making,
because they might miss vital contextual
insights that affect the practical
application of the data. Information about
the environment that the data was
gathered in, the outcomes resulting from
a similar prediction, and/or input from a
person that has knowledge gained
through hands-on experience with the
sources of the data could all have a

significant impact on the decisions that
maintenance personnel will ultimately
make.

Setting an operation up
for success – today and
tomorrow

Another major challenge that needs to be
tackled on the Big Data journey is
collecting and managing the data in a
way that allows an operation to maximise
on it. Many mines collect large volumes
of condition monitoring data, but they
often neglect to make effective use of that
information, as it sits idle in filing
cabinets, emails and hard drives.
However, there has been a steady
stream of innovation in this space.
High-powered predictive maintenance
platforms, such as Dingo’s Trakka, can
ingest all of a mine’s condition
monitoring data, quickly curate and
analyse it, and produce the corrective
maintenance actions that will result in
peak equipment performance.
The curation of the data is an
important, and often overlooked, piece of
the puzzle. As technological change
continues to occur at an exponential rate,
mines need to not only think about the
current use of information, but also how
that data could be used in the future.
Dingo is rapidly integrating machine
learning capabilities into its Trakka
software and clean data is critical to
producing useful outputs that predict
outcomes with a high degree of accuracy.
The company’s data scientists have found
that the cliché, “garbage in, garbage out”
rings truer than ever in the area of
machine learning.
So even if an operation has not yet
delved into the world of machine learning
yet, it is important to implement a system
that can capture, curate and store data in
a way that makes it easily accessible for
future use. Not only will machine
learning models enable teams to identify
patterns that can predict outcomes, but
these analytics give a mine the ability to
scale far beyond what people alone can
do when analysing data.

The power of people
Trakka brings contextual (thick) data and Big Data together into one platform to provide
the complete picture, resulting in better decision-making.
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Predictive analytics can often produce an
initial recommendation or prediction, but
it still relies on interpretation by people to
determine the ultimate course of action.

For example, predictive analytics can estimate the remaining
useful life (RUL) of an asset or component based on current
data. But, moving beyond predictive analytics into prescriptive
analytics is where the majority of the value is extracted from the
Big Data sources. In the RUL example, prescriptive analytics
influence the actual maintenance actions implemented to correct
problems and ultimately extend the RUL.
Prescriptive analytics is the realm in which ‘Thick Data’ can
provide the context needed to provide the prescription to solve
impending issues in the best way possible. This means that
people are still a very important part of the equation, as the
actions prescribed typically need to be performed by skilled
individuals who then provide new information resulting from
their actions. This new information provides additional context
back into the loop to contextualise Big Data sources.
Through the use of machine learning techniques, this new
information can be fed in to help ‘train’ the algorithms, but a
Dingo Programme Manager Calvin Nation uses the field
person needs to oversee the prescriptive analytics data flow to
inspection app to easily capture magnetic plug condition (thick
ensure the training continues to go down the right path.
data) during a routine equipment analysis.
Machine learning does not remove the
need for experts; it simply enables them to
Table 1. An overview of the differences between Big Data and Thick Data
focus on higher value, higher impact work.
Big Data
Thick Data
The right combination of Big and Thick
Volumes of data
More is better
Maximises on existing data; placed
Data analytics, machine learning, and
in context
subject matter experts will enable mining
Focus
Technical cause/effect; machine
Business outcomes; people
operations to successfully travel down the
Decision making
Quantitative
Quantitative + qualitative
path to prescriptive analytics and unlock
the full power of their data today – and
Conclusions
Patterns and insights from data
Corrective actions to drive business
outcomes
tomorrow.

THE INSIGHT
TO DO MORE.

Advance your maintenance department today and build a successful strategy for tomorrow.
DINGO provides the knowledge and tools to run a predictive maintenance program that will
minimize variability, increase operating efficiency, and put you in control of your budget.
Drive productivity, profitability and performance with DINGO.
Visit DINGO.com to learn more.
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